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Class Times
Beginners/Newcomers and Novice and above Classes: 9.00am to 9.45am
Intermediate and CCD Classes: 10.00am to 10.45am
Every Sunday – Beginner Class: 9.00am – 9.45am
1st Sunday:

9.00 am Obedience for Beginners and Novice
10.00 am Agility, Rally-O and Obedience (CCD and Intermediate). The attendees
on the day will be split into three (3) groups and each group will rotate through
the three disciplines.

2nd Sunday Obedience 10.00 am to 10.45 am, Committee meeting 11am
3rd Sunday Obedience 10.00 am to 10.45 am, Agility/Rally-O 10.45am to 11.45am
4th Sunday Obedience 10.00 am to 10.45am, Graduation practise: 10.45am to 11.45am

Heat Rule
When the weather forecast for Sunday by the BOM for Shepparton is 36 deg, or above as
declared on the prior Saturday night, there will be no training on Sunday morning even if the
weather forecast is revised.
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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
Well another issue is out, obviously we are still in the midst of the COVID pandemic and training
continues to be suspended unfortunately; at this point we have no clear date as to the
resumption. We are aware some clubs have started training again and dependent upon the club
are either interpreting the rules as allowing 20 person, 10 persons per class, and also some clubs
have interpreted it as 10 or 20 people total on the grounds at any one time. The Department of
Health also has differing opinions on what dog training is, either its a sport or a hobby/social
gathering. Due to the varied opinions there is no clear path forward and the risks of being fined
for noncompliance are greater (these fines would probably be issued to committee
members/executive not individual members). When training does resume rest assured there will
be procedures in place for the protection of members, we already have a check in system to
record who and how to contact you, but other small changes will come into effect, for instance
no access to the club rooms except the toilets, shorter class times to allow cleaning of handrails
between classes, and potentially no common use equipment such as agility gear so there will be
more focus on handlers bringing toys and treats to engage with their pooches and friends… albeit
at a safe distance!
On the Dogs Victoria (DV) re affiliation process, we finally have good news, DV Management
Committee has approved our Application (as we were previously affiliated some years back
Management Committee approved this without sending it to OTEC or Regulations Committees’)
what this means is that we are now fully sanctioned to run events and the Clubs public liability
insurance will be covered by Dogs Victoria. As such small changes in the Club’s fee structure will
take effect from now for any new members not already members of DV as there is an $8 per
person ($16 families) insurance levy we need to adhere to. As previously voted on, members
already on the books this year that are not DV members the club will be covering this levy, not
retrospectively charging it).

Also the new perpetual trophies spoken about at the
last break up party and donated by myself to the Club
for Tracking and Track and Search have been finished
by Quality Teams, due to the seasons competition
being cancelled thus far unfortunately it’ll be hard to
qualify this year, but for those that aspire here is a
sneak peek of the new trophies… time to get training!
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Our Vice President, Leigh has been very busy,
converting a boat trailer into an agility
equipment rack to make for ease of putting
gear in and out of the shed, I must say it looks
great.. thank you Leigh!

As a way to lighten the mood, I encourage everyone to email the editor
(sheppartonobedience@gmail.com) with any funny stories and photos of their dogs daily
coronavirus activities, I’m sure plenty of pups are getting lots of walks!
That’s it from me, please keep up to date on Facebook for any changes.
Paul
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Here when you need us 7 days per week
2 Wanganui Road, Shepparton
03 5821 3188
7966 Goulburn Valley Hwy, Kialla
03 5823 1202
Your pet is a very important member of
your family, which is why we set
the highest of standards for our hospital
and clinics. We are passionate about doing
the very best for your pet, and believe in
working together, in alignment with our
shared values. We are dedicated to
delivering the best veterinary care and
expertise at our 2 great locations.

Serving the GV Region for over 60 years
•
•
•

Drive Thru Service
Nationwide Warranty
Car, 4WD, Tractors, Marine, Motorcycles
and Motorhomes

www.gvbatteries.com.au

Same Family
Same Location for Over 60 Years
Phone Les & Julie 58212488
34 North Street Shepparton
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The Right Treats Make the Best Reward: How to Choose
There are many ways to reward your dog for a job well done. Throwing a tennis ball might be
great at the end of a long “stay,” or a romp in the backyard after practicing “wait” by the door.
But food treats are often the most convenient and effective way to influence your dog’s
behaviour. Here are some tips for choosing the right treat for the right situation.
Fast-Eating Treats
When you’re teaching your dog new behaviours, it’s important to keep him motivated and
interested. One of the easiest ways to do that is with a high rate of reinforcement (how often
you give rewards). In order to give your dog lots of treats in a short period of time, you need to
choose ones he can eat quickly.
If your dog gobbles his treat immediately, you can move to the next repetition right away. He
stays interested and gets lots of practice in a short amount of time. But if your dog spends several
seconds eating each treat, that means more time waiting between repetitions. You will either
have to increase the length of your training session and risk having your dog lose focus or practice
fewer repetitions per session.
Keep Treats Small
Small treats are key to keeping a training session moving along. Even for large dogs, a pea-sized
treat is plenty. For small dogs, you can use even tinier pieces. Some commercial treats are far too
large. Look for tiny treats or cut larger ones into small bits before your training session begins.
You might feel like you’re cheating your dog, but as long as he’s getting something he loves, he
won’t care if it’s just a tidbit or the whole sausage.
The smaller treats are also kinder to your dog’s waistline. Particularly when training is intense,
like with puppies or dogs training for specific sports, your pup might be eating handfuls of treats
each day. Keeping treats small means fewer calories consumed. It also means your canine
companion won’t get full before the session is over.
Soft and Stinky Treats
Soft treats are also great for training because, compared to crunchy ones, they’re easier and
faster for your dog to eat. Biscuits can be fine for one-off rewards, but during a training session,
waiting for your dog to find every piece that’s crumbled to the floor is time away from teaching.
Soft treats are also smellier. Every dog has a hierarchy of rewards, and most of them would put
smelly items like cheese or bacon up at the top. You might be able to get away with using kibble
as a reward in your quiet living room, but in a more distracting location, you should pull out the
stinky treats your dog adores.
Changing It Up
Just as your dog likes certain treats more than others, he might also like a variety. Dogs can
become bored with the same old treat. If you notice your dog’s enthusiasm is fading, change to
a different reward of equal or greater value. You can even use several different treats during a
session, so your dog never knows what type of delicious morsel is coming next.
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A Pocket Full of Food
Sometimes you want treats on hand for impromptu training — for example, reinforcing good
behaviour around the house, like lying quietly on a dog bed. In these cases, having food in your
pocket or a treat bag at all times will allow you to provide an immediate reward. Perishable treats
like leftover chicken simply won’t work. Look for non-perishable treats that you can carry around,
such as freeze-dried liver or jerky cut into tiny pieces.
Slow-Eating Treats
Sometimes treats should last as long as possible.
Teaching your dog to love his crate, helping him pass
the time while you’re out of the house, or encouraging
him to lie quietly beside you while you watch TV are all
perfect situations for a long-lasting treat. Look for
chewy treats like bully sticks that your dog can savour.
Alternatively, use toys you can stuff with food. A Kong
can be filled with cream cheese or peanut butter for a
time-consuming treat. Or plug the end, fill it with
broth, and put it in the freezer for a snack on a hot day.
Source:

www.akc.org

Stay Safe everyone
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RECIPES - HOME MADE DOG TRAINING TREATS
1.

www.cleanfingerslaynie.com/homemade-dog-training-treats

2.

www.yeewittlethings.com/2014/01/bacon-liver-dog-treats.html

Bacon Liver Dog Treats
1 lb. (450 g) bacon, sliced crosswise in 1-inch pieces
13 oz. (365 g) beef liver, cut into 1/2 inch pieces
3/4 cup plus 1 tbsp. cornmeal
3 cups plus 3 tbsp. whole wheat flour
1 cup beef stock
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. and line baking sheets with parchment paper.
Cook bacon over medium heat until crispy, about 5 minutes. Drain on paper towels and set aside. Pour
off all fat but 2 tbsp. from pan and add liver cook squishing with back of a spoon to mush up. Let cool
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slightly. Add bacon to food processor and pulse a few times, then add in liver and cornmeal and process
until you have a course mixture.

Transfer mixture to stand mixer fitted with paddle attachment. Add flour and mix to combine. Slowly
add broth and continue mixing until dough begins to gather around the paddle and feels moist to the
touch.
Roll out (in batches if necessary) between two sheets of parchment paper to 3/8 inch thick. Cut into
desired shapes and arrange on prepared baking sheets about 1/2 inch apart. Knead trimming and roll out
for more treats. Bake until completely dry. About 1 1/2 hours. (mine took about 1 hour).

3.

www.instructables.com/id/High-Value-Liver-Dog-Treats/
The list could be much longer if you customize it to your dogs own taste, but the basic ones are:
- Flour, Organ (cooked) (eg: Lambs Fry), Banana,
Here is what else I added:
- Cinnamon, Parsley (it was about to go bad). Turmeric powder (GREAT stuff for you and your dog,
google it!)
After a successful taste testing, I preheated the oven to 300F and prepared a
baking sheet by lightly sprinkling some flour on it and then rolling out the
dough very thinly - ¼" sounds about right. I then used a pizza cutter to make
a checker pattern. It's all very approximate, but each piece is abut the size of
a fingernail. Some are a little bigger than others.
The purpose for these treats in my case were/are for quick training rewards,
so you can't have big chunky cookies. If you, however, just want regular dog
cookies, then don't roll the dough as thinly and use regular cookie cutters.

Now it's time to put the "raw" treats into the oven for about 1015 minutes depending on what you're looking for in crunchiness
and obviously how thinly you rolled your dough. Just keep an eye
on them and remember that they will harden a little bit after
they've cooled down.
Once the treats are done in the oven, pull them out and let them
sit.
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PROGRESSION THROUGH THE OBEDIENCE CLASSES:
Beginner Class:
Exercises are basic – loose lead walking, sit, stay, drop, recall and turns
Intermediate:
Exercises same as Beginner Class plus –
• Heel pattern with Figure 8, Stand for Examination, Sit Stays, Stand and Drop, Change of
Pace
Community Companion Dog – CCD:
All of the above exercises to Trial level plus
• Dumbbell and Finish
Novice - CD:
All of the above exercises to Trial level plus
• Change of Position, Off Lead work, longer timed Sit and Drop Stays
Open - CDX:
All of the above exercises to Trial level plus
• Heel Free, Broad Jump, Dumbbell Retrieve over the Solid Jump, Dumbbell Retrieve on
the Flat, Distance Control, Drop on Recall plus Out of Sight Sit and Drop Stays
Utility Dog and Utility Dog Excellent – UD & UDX:
These two classes are the top two obedience levels and will be taught on request.
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Pet Nutrition - Ideas if you are interested in Raw Feeding
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Dr Anna Richards BVSC.
and Associates
103 McLennan St
P O Box 231,
MOOROOPNA VIC 3629
Phone 03 5825 3911
Fax: 03 5825 3229
www.causewayvet.com.au
Anna & Sue welcomes you to the Causeway Veterinary Clinic, and offer a full range of veterinary
services for small animals, they are as dedicated to looking after your animal, as they are to their
own. This family owned business has operated for many years providing the ultimate in pet care
for your beloved family members.

THE BEST LITTLE
PAW HOUSE
Quality Grooming
for all Breeds

Modern Salon
State of the Art Equipment
Grooming and Clipping
Hydro bath and Drying
Nails Trimmed

Call Today - 5822 4030
3 Naomi Street, Shepparton

Email: pawhouse@optusnet.com.au
6 new Dookie Rd, Shepparton
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Handlers
If you forget to bring treats
to class, remember the
Club has bags of sausage
available for $2.00 a bag.
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for all your pet care needs
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The Club polo shirts and zip front
fleece jackets are now available.
Check out your size in the Clubhouse.
Colour: Royal blue with white trim plus club logo.
Fabric: Driwear mini-waffle knit, easy care.
Polos: $30 each, Zip Front Fleece Jackets: - $38 each

Club Merchandise Items for Sale
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Club badges (enamel) $6,50
Club cloth decals
Correction chains-quality steel, various prices
Dog leads (soft) - from $8.50
Dumbbells -from $10 (plastic, floats in water)
Liver Treats $3.50
Pigs ears $1.70
Ponchos and Harnesses (various sizes)

“Please give me space”
At some time, you will see someone wearing these
vests. Please respect a member and their dog
when wearing this fluro yellow vest and keep a
reasonable distance away from the dog. If possible attract the handler’s
attention before approaching. Remember not all dogs are 100%
confident or friendly, they may be scared, or reactive around other
dogs, or being rehabilitated which is why they are attending the club
classes. If you wish to use a vest please speak to one of the instructors.
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SHEPPARTON & DISTRICT
OBEDIENCE DOG CLUB INC.
ESTABLISHED 1974
PO Box 6230, SHEPPARTON VIC 3632
Email: sheppartonobedience@gmail.com
Website: www.sheppartonobedience.net
CHAS JOHNSON RESERVE
Cnr Balaclava Road and Packham Street, SHEPPARTON
BEGINNER CLASS Starts 9.00 am: 1st Sunday of each month February to
November
Bring current vaccination certificate, toy/food for positive
reinforcement.

Basic Obedience to high competition standard taught, plus
Agility/Jumping, Rally-O, Tracking, Flyball
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